The architect of the "Great Pyramid" 1 at Giza is believed to have been Khufu's half-nephew Hemiunu. While it is possible that Hemiunu conceived its design because he was both vizier and head of this king's works, there is no direct proof of it to date. Absent the unlikely discovery of unequivocal written evidence, whether he was involved may never be known with certainty. Here, I present evidence that Hemiunu himself was the likely brain behind the essential features of the Great Pyramid. The side length, height, the small indent into the core masonry on all four side centers, and even the factors five and eight which relate this pyramid with its smaller version at Meydum and which had significant theological meaning at the time are all embedded in the two original side lengths of Hemiunu's rectangular mastaba G4000 in the west cemetery. Furthermore, it appears that even the expanded sides of his mastaba enshrined key interior features of the Great Pyramid like the dimensions of the King Chamber and the shaft leading from it to the outside towards its presumed target in the northern night sky, the circumpolar star region centered around alpha-Draco Thuban. Unmistakable numerical clues embedded in the dimensions of Hemiunu's mastaba suggest that all this was done with intent, which thus lends compelling support to the notion that Hemiunu was the architect of the Great Pyramid attributed to Khufu.
Introduction
The Great Pyramid (a.k.a. Khufu's/Cheops' Pyramid, "Khufu Akhet", Giza-1, G1) stands on the Giza Plateau in Egypt and is commonly dated to the 26 th century B.C.E. (Figure 1 ; Lehner, 1997: p. 108 ). Its architect is unknown though circumstantial evidence suggests that it was Khufu's vizier Hemiunu entombed in mastaba G4000 to its west. The pyramid's unusual design has stimulated many theories about its origin. Some have questioned whether its concept is compatible with the knowledge and know-how of Old Kingdom Egyptians despite, albeit circumstantial, evidence which anchors its construction to Khufu's reign. In the absence of explicit written evidence which would unequivocally tie the idea behind its architectural design to this era, definitive proof will remain elusive, possibly forever. However, if the architect was in fact a contemporary of Khufu, he may have preserved the blueprints of his creation near the monument in a more durable medium than papyrus, i.e. stone, and recorded it in a more abstract architectural language than figures, i.e. numbers. This premise prompted me to investigate Hemiunu's mastaba for numerical clues which may identify him as the architect and definitively date the bulk of G1's conception and construction to the 4 th Kingdom and thus more compellingly to Khufu's lifetime.
When fully cased, G1 was probably meant to be 440 royal Egyptian cubits (rc) wide at the base and 280rc high producing a side slope angle ("seqed") of 5½
palms per each one cubit rise ( Figure 1 ). A royal Egyptian cubit was sub-divided into seven palms (p) and each palm in turn was further subdivided into 4 fingers (f; 7 × 4 = 28). Its length in modern units has been subject to several investigations both inside and outside (Dash, 2012; Petrie & Hawass, 1990: p. 28 The dimensions of Khufu's pyramid given in royal cubits. The pyramid angle is 51° 50' or 5½ palms per cubit rise. On the right is an aerial view of Khufu's pyramid from the northwest showing the concavity which creates an eight-sided effect best seen here on the monument's west face. To the right of the pyramid is the west field. Hemiunu's mastaba G4000 is the larger rectangular structure close to the right edge of the image. Graphic by Anthony Adomaitis, Asturmas Studios. Satellite image by Google Earth. Archaeological Discovery of the cubit used was 0.5235 m (230.329 m/440rc) within a possible variance range of 0.5230 -0.5238 m (Dash, 2012: p.16 ). This royal cubit length is the basis for this paper's analysis.
The original smooth limestone casing of G1 was almost completely dismantled several centuries ago and only the core structure remains today. Its four triangular faces appear concave in certain lighting making the pyramid look eight-sided when the incident rays of the sun are parallel to the base such as is the case on the day of an equinox (Schoch & McNally, 2005: pp. 219-220; Figure   1 ). This visual effect is caused by a small indent at the four side centers ( Figure   2 ) amounting to 0.92 m or 1.76rc (~1rc, 5 palms, 1 finger), a value both theoretically predicted and measured (Bauval, 2016; Pochan, 1971: p. 234) . Whether this feature was intended has been debated but the fact that all four sides are indented by the same amount makes a random event such as an earthquake less likely. A construction error caused by using an unsupported mason line has been proposed (Isler, 1983: p. 29) , but this is also unlikely for the same reason.
Therefore, the indent and concavity so created may have been an intentional architectural feature and may not be the result of earthquakes, the elements, or error.
Hemiunu was the son of Nefermaat and Itet and the grandson of Sneferu making Hemiunu Khufu's half-nephew. He carried several academic and priestly titles. He was vizier and head of the king's works (Junker, 1929: pp. 149-150, titles 3 and 20) . He was also the chief of the Five of the House of Thoth. The Moon god Thoth was worshiped at Hermopolis ("Khemenu", "The Eight") alongside the Ogdoad, a group of four divine couples of frog and snake deities who, in the belief of its followers, constituted the primordial universe and created the world with a lotus flower from whose calyx the sun emerged (Wilkinson, 2003: pp. 77-78) . The numbers five and eight also had potential Figure 2 . View of the west wall of Khufu's pyramid on a winter afternoon with the sun rays approximately parallel to the east and west base. The concavity is produced by an indentation which displaces the core from the original cased perimeter by a maximum of 0.92 m at the side centers, 220rc from the corners. Photo taken by the author in February 2017. (Parker, 1950: p. 31 ). These two numbers, five and eight, relate the dimensions of the Great Pyramid to the Meydum Pyramid believed to be cased immediately before G1 from an older structure built either by Sneferu or his predecessor Huni though it is not known whether the casing was ever completed (Lehner, 1997: pp. 97-100) . The intended dimensions and seqed however can be plausibly reconstructed from the casing stone remnants at the base of the Meydum Pyramid. In a previous publication I argued that a conceptual model pyramid, 55rc at the base, 27½rc at the half-base, and 35rc high was scaled up five times to produce the casing dimensions of the Meydum Pyramid and eight times to produce the dimensions of the Great Pyramid (Seyfzadeh, 2017) . Both pyramids have the same shape, i.e. the same seqed of 5½ palms per cubit rise. In addition, the concavity-producing indent of G1's four sides at the bases by 1.76rc can be understood as the product of 8 × 1/1000 × 220rc, G1's half-base length. This product would have had great symbolic meaning to the Hermopolitean theologian Hemiunu because the fraction 1/1000 is a numerical representation of the Sun over the Lotus, i.e. "R3/Kha", and the number eight represented the Ogdoad (Seyfzadeh, 2017) . Thus, four side-slope indents producing an eight-sided pyramid can be thought of as a megalithic symbol of the Hermopolitean cosmogony in which the "The Eight" are the petals of a lotus, represented by the pyramid, which bears the sun within. The precedence of a Lotus also seen as a pyramid-like symbol occurs in two versions of an oil tag attributed to 1 st Dynasty king Djer and the official Swd-k3.
Results
The mastaba of Hemiunu is the second biggest structure in the west-field, the cemetery next to the Great Pyramid where high royal court officials from the Old Kingdom were entombed ( Figure 3 ). The original dimensions at the base were reported by Junker to have been 47 × 21.45 m (Junker, 1929: p. 132 ) which, using the average meter-to-rc conversion factor determined by Lehner and Goodman (Dash, 2012: p. 16 ), converts to 89.78rc (89rc, 5 palms, 2 fingers) by 40.97rc (40rc, 6 palms, 3 fingers) rounded to the next whole finger (Figure 4 ). The range of the conversion due to error as defined by Lehner and Goodman produces the following confidence interval for these two values: 89rc 5 palms-89rc 6 palms and 40rc 6 palms 3 fingers-41rc. The ratio between the two sides is nearly 2.2 to 1, or 22rc per 10. The mastaba was later enlarged to accommodate Illustration showing the original foot-print of Hemiunu's mastaba G4000 at the top right in the west-field of Khufu's pyramid (Giza-1, G1). The dimensions are given in royal cubits (rc), palms (p) and fingers (f). In red are shown the added amounts to the width and length which deviate them from recognizable whole numbers related to G1, i.e. 40 and 88, respectively. Two possible deviations are shown for the length, 1rc 5p 2f added to 88rc or 5p 2f added to 89rc as shown in the magnified terminal segment. Each signifies an important exterior feature of G1, the seqed (feature 2) and one of two parts of the indent length (feature 1), respectively. The deviation from a whole number of rc for the width, i.e. 6p 3f combines with this part to sum up to the length of the indent shown at the bottom, 1rc 5p 1f. Only a short segment is shown for G1's base. The other encoded features are listed on the left. For illustration only not drawn to scale and other intervening structures not shown.
additional features such as an enclosed offering room and false doors resulting in a wider 53.20 m (~101rc 4p 1f) × 26.77 m (~51rc 1p) foot-print and a nearly 2-to-1 length-to-width ratio (Junker, 1929: p. 135) . Thus, Hemiunu's original mastaba's design differed not only with respect to its size from the standard observed in the west-field, but also with respect to the proportions of the two sides, i.e. 2.2 versus ~2⅔ (Junker, 1929: p. 16 , see length/width ratios which compute based on values given in the Table part 1) .
Interestingly, the standard length of the west-field mastabas, ~40rc, appears to approximate the original width of Hemiunu's mastaba, with a difference of about one royal cubit (6 palms 3 fingers). This unusual deviation from a whole number value as well as the unusually disproportionate enlargement hint at a reason beside practical considerations why Hemiunu chose this design. From this starting point, I asked if the 6p 3f deviation from the standard west-field mastaba width of 40rc could be a clue that the length also incorporated a small added amount of significance likewise causing it to deviate from an otherwise whole number dimension. The significance of 40rc is that it is the product of 5 and 8, both numbers of great theological significance to Hemiunu as shown, and that the numerical value when converted to palms, 280, is identical with the Great Pyramid's height in royal cubits. If this was indeed the thought behind the choice of 40rc, to which the short 6p 3f segment was added as a tip-off summing to the final width of Hemiunu's original mastaba design, then one should expect to discover the Great Pyramid's base and possibly its side-slope encoded in the length of Hemiunu's mastaba after subtracting a certain small amount of likewise significance in the design.
And this is in fact the case: 88rc times five is 440rc, G1's base. Of further significance is that 88rc divided by eight is 11rc, the basic architectural unit of the horizontal dimension apparently used as a guide to construct the interior (Figure 4) . The King Chamber, for example, is displaced south from the pyramid's central plane by 22rc, 2 × 11rc, and the rest of the interior design, the passages and shafts as they relate to the basic construction points, largely conform to this 11rc design unit as well (Gantenbrink, 1999) . A near 22rc separation can also be observed in the distance between the north and south vertical shafts leading into G4000: 11.40 m (Junker, 1929: p. 141) . After 88rc, the next greater whole number length is 89rc, which is also significant. One might be prompted to note an ambivalence in the proposed numerical design code at this point, i.e. whether attention to 88rc or 89rc was meant to be drawn, but both are significant and the apparent ambivalence suggests it. The factor 89/88 converts the Great Pyramid's perimeter of 1760rc (4 × 440rc) to 1780rc and ⅕ of that number is equal to its side-slope length, 356rc (Figure 1) . 89/88 also has astronomical significance (see Discussion).
The indents which produces the exterior concavity of the four core faces are maximal at their 220rc half-base points and displace the core face from the originally cased perimeter by 1.76 royal cubits (Figure 4 ). 1.76rc are ~1rc 5p 1f. The difference between 88rc and G4000's full original length of 89rc 5p 2f, i.e. 1rc 5 palms 2 fingers, is one finger (1.87cm; ~¾ inch) off this value (Figure 4) . The 168 Archaeological Discovery length of one finger is within the Lehner-Goodman confidence interval of the conversion from meters to royal cubits. But a better match yet can be obtained by simply adding the fractional cubit amounts in excess of the next near whole-number dimensions of the width (40rc) and length (89rc), i.e. 6p 3f + 5p 2f, respectively, which equals 1rc 5p 1f. The fact that these fractional cubit amounts sum up to the length of the indent suggests that they are a clue planted to induce a look for additional information about the Great Pyramid in G4000's original dimensions. Of even greater significance yet is the fact that in the numerical value of the added segment to G4000's length past 88rc, i.e. 1rc 5p 2 f, one can recognize G1's seqed: 5½p per 1rc. Knowledge of the seqed and the base allows one to calculate the height of the Great Pyramid without the need to measure it: 440rc/2 × 7p/rc × 2rc/11p = 280rc. This is powerful evidence that the connection between G4000 and G1 is not only real but was intended because the chance of an unintended random match with respect to all these features is low. It is possible that the length of the indent was meant to represent the seqed and not the Hermopolitean cosmogony (i.e. 220rc × "Eight" × Re/Kh3 = 1rc 5p 1f), in which case the one finger difference, i.e. 1rc 5p 1f versus 1rc 5p 2f, is just an error of measurement. If in fact meant to be identical, the indent could have been the architect's way to score the pyramid at the base to reveal its height by simply revealing the seqed from which it easily computes. In either case, whether two distinct architectural features of G1 (indent and seqed) or just one (seqed) is represented at G4000, the occurrence is likely not random but intended due to its perfect numerical match.
Discussion
The original design of Hemiunu's mastaba features two peculiarities, first, unusual deviations from the otherwise round numbers 40rc, which was a standard length in other mastabas nearby, and 89rc, and second, the unusual length-to-width ratio of 2.2 likewise deviating from the west-field's standard. Both appear to be planted clues that its dimensions related to G1's architectural design. If these two features were intentionally incorporated into G4000's dimensions as a hint to reveal the entire numerical design concept of the Great Pyramid's exterior core and cased features and even the basic architectural unit used to design its interior, they constitute the architect's intent-revealing numerical signature on his design. Therefore, whoever designed this mastaba most likely also designed the Great Pyramid and the most likely candidate to have designed the mastaba is Hemiunu himself. It is not known who expanded Hemiunu's mastaba from the original dimensions. It is possible that it was done after his death explaining why his numerical design code was inadvertently buried with the expansion of the perimeter to build a votive space for Hemiunu's relatives. It is also possible that Hemiunu himself wanted to hide or protect his design code by sealing it within a new layer of blocks just like he effectively sealed the four indents into the Great Pyramid's core with a smooth, presumably non-indented, layer of Tura limestone casing. The motivation behind this effort to conceal the design may have been the (Seyfzadeh, 2017) .
But the possibility remains that the expansion was also guided by the idea to encode yet more design features of the Great Pyramid, for example from its interior. Applying the same method used to decode the original mastaba, the differences of the expanded mastaba's length and width to 100rc and 50rc, respectively, sum up to 2rc 5p 1f (1rc 4p 1f + 1rc 1p). 100rc and 50rc are five times the dimensions of the pyramid's King Chamber, 20rc × 10rc (Petrie & Hawass, 1990: pp. 27-28) but what is the significance of the summed deviations from these whole numbers? The answer lies in the unusually accurate orientation of the Great Pyramid to the cardinal directions. Its north-south axis is almost perfectly aligned to the celestial north pole varying only slightly by less than 4 arc-minutes from true north (Dash, 2012: p. 16 Bauval has argued that the shafts were made to point to Sirius and Al-Nitak in the south and Kochab and Thuban in the north with the best match occurring in the mid-25 th century B.C.E. using manually calculated corrections to star positions due to precession and proper motion. Gantenbrink has argued that the shafts' orientations are a result of geometric rules imposed by the shifting south of the King Chamber and the desire to have them exit at the same course. Stelarium (version 0.14.3) gives 31.43˚ and 32.00˚ for Thuban's maximum altitudes in 2550 B.C.E. and 2450 B.C.E., respectively. (Parker, 1950: pp. 9-10) . By contrast, a sidereal lunar month, which is the time it takes the Moon to return to a fixed position in the night sky, could have been more accurately observed by the ancient Egyptians to last circa 27½ days using any prominent asterism near the ecliptic (Seyfzadeh, 2017) . However, this observed period differs slightly from the true period, 27.32 days and the difference becomes more pronounced over longer time spans. Thus, neither a Saros cycle (6585 days, 223 synodic months, 241 sidereal months) or a Metonic cycle (6940 days, 235 synodic months, 254 sidereal months) could have been directly predicted using a 27½-day count to represent a month. Indirectly however, any whole number "Y" of such months can be converted to a corresponding whole number of synodic months "Z" by the following formula: Y × 27½ days × 89/88 = Z × 29.53 days × 28½/28. For example, 241 × 27½ days × 89/88 = 223 × 29.53 days × 28½/28 for the Saros Cycle and 254 × 27½ days × 89/88 = 235 × 29.53 days × 28½/28 for the Metonic cycle. Thus, the significance of the 89/88 factor to Hemiunu, if he recognized it, may have been that it related a more accurately observable sidereal lunar period to solar eclipses which were of arguably great theological significance to the ancient Egyptians. One such total eclipse over Memphis during the summer solstice may have occurred over Memphis during the early reign of Khufu (Seyfzadeh, unpublished observation) . Hints of prior attempts to relate the sidereal and synodic lunar periods can be observed in the dimensions of the core layers E1 and E2 of the Meydum period and the colonnade at Djoser's Pyramid (Seyfzadeh, 2017) . The observable lunar sidereal period of 27½ days, when converted to cubits, was also a possible theme incorporated into the exterior dimensions of several Egyptian pyramids including the Great Pyramid (Seyfzadeh, 2017) .
Conclusion
In summary, all essential exterior and interior design features of the Great Pyramid at Giza can be found in the original and expanded dimensions of Hemiunu's mastaba in its west-field once the unusual deviations from whole number values are noted. Their presence is compelling evidence that they were added intentionally as clues to reveal the essential design themes used to plan this pyramid. While there is a remote possibility that Hemiunu incorporated G1's architectural design into his own mastaba without having conceived it, the much more likely possibility is that he wanted to record his design for posterity in such a way that it could be retrieved. G4000 thus became Hemiunu's blue-print for G1 firmly anchoring its conception to the 4 th Dynasty and the reign of Khufu.
Likely, therefore, the Great Pyramid indeed belonged to Khufu. The theory presented here makes the testable prediction that visible man-made 
